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Manufacturing facilities based in one of Russia’s special economic zones have been
assembling Iranian drones used to attack Ukraine, the Protokol and Razvorot independent
media outlets reported in a joint investigation published Monday. 

As part of a three-stage franchise agreement, specialists at the Alabuga special economic zone
in the republic of Tatarstan assemble prefabricated drone parts delivered from Iran which are
labeled as "Belarusian boats," according to internal planning documents.

Anonymous sources and documents cited by Protokol and Razvorot reveal that certain parts
of the drones will eventually be manufactured locally, with the production process planned to
be fully automated in Russia over the next two to three years.

The investigative outlets, citing documents signed by Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu and
forwarded to President Vladimir Putin, estimate the Russian-Iranian contract's cost at
between 115 million ($1.3 million) and 130 million rubles ($1.5 million).

https://protokol.band/2023/07/03/alabuga-iranskie-drony/


Related article: $1.7M Contract Shows Iran-Russia Ammo Deal – Sky News

In March, the Alabuga economic zone reportedly assembled around 70 Iranian Shahed drones,
which would appear to corroborate a late-March report by the British Defense Ministry that
Russia launched “at least” 71 of the drones against Ukraine that month.

The Washington Post first reported on the Russian-Iranian drone production deal in
November, citing U.S. and Western intelligence. CNN published a similar report citing
intelligence from an unnamed country that closely monitors Iran’s weapons program.

Days later, Russia's Industry and Trade Minister Denis Manturov visited Alabuga to relaunch a
car production facility amid an exodus of Western manufacturers over Moscow’s invasion of
Ukraine. 

Protokol and Razvorot said part of Manturov’s trip was unpublicized and dedicated to
“pushing through” Iranian drone assembly in the economic zone.

Alabuga’s assembly plant reportedly spans 40,000 square meters — the size of six soccer
fields — with plans to expand the facility to over 100,000 square meters as the Russian-
Iranian deal advances into its second and third stages.

Senior managers at the special economic zone traveled to Iran in March as part of efforts by
Tehran to train more than 200 Russian specialists on assembling and adapting the drones for
Moscow's war needs, according to Protokol and Razvorot.

Last month, the U.S. shared satellite images of Alabuga and expressed concerns that Iran was
planning to build a drone factory there, saying it could become operational in early 2024.

The Kremlin has repeatedly denied using Iranian drones to attack Ukraine.
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